
TRB Competition and Call for The Six Minute Pitch:  
Young Member’s Council Transportation Innovation and Entrepreneur’s Challenge

Introduction
Are you a transportation innovator with the next great transportation business idea? The Transportation 
Research Board (TRB) Young Member Council (YMC) is seeking entrepreneurs to participate in an exciting TRB 2013 
Annual Meeting (January 13-17) session, the Transportation Innovation and Entrepreneur’s Challenge. At this  
session, potential entrepreneurs with transportation business ideas will have an opportunity to present their new 
transportation product or service concepts to a panel of distinguished transportation industry entrepreneurs in just 
six minutes. Accepted presentations should include an interactive element such as a presentation of a prototype or 
demonstration of software under development. Alternatively, a PowerPoint presentation may also be used for the 
presentation, depending on the topic. A preference will be given to applications from young professionals (ages 35 
and younger), but all applications will be considered.
 The evaluation panel will judge the cutting-edge transportation business concepts presented providing 
valuable feedback on the viability of the product or service presented in today’s transportation industry. An  
honorary ‘winner’ of the challenge will be declared at the close of the session, and the winning business concept 
will be featured in the Winter 2013 issue of the Young Professionals in Transportation (YPT) Mobility Matters. Don’t 
miss the opportunity to participate in this one-of-a-kind TRB Annual Meeting session! 

Who can submit an entry?  Any professional with a transportation business idea, but preference will be given to 
young professional transportation entrepreneurs (TRB defines ‘young’ as professionals 35 or younger).
What are the submission requirements? Submit the following: 1) A short, two to three paragraph abstract of your 
business concept (abstracts should reference current research or demonstrate knowledge of the state of the  
practice); 2) Pictures, drawings, or other supporting materials that illustrate your business concept; and  
3) Professional biography or resume.
What topic areas will be covered? Technology, transportation products and services in all modes of 
transportation. Business concepts that are oriented towards both the end consumer and those serving the  
transportation industry itself will be considered. Transportation planning and management consulting  
business ideas will not be accepted.
When are entries due? November 16, 2012 (accepted presenters will be notified in late November) 
How to submit an entry? To submit an entry or for more information, contact Shana Retherford Johnson at 
sjohnson@foursquareitp.com

Transportation Industry Entrepreneur Panel
Sean O’Sullivan, Avego Limited, Ireland
Sean is co-founder and managing director of 
Avego, a 55 person technology firm with offices 
in the United States, Ireland, and China. The  
company is a world leading company in efficient 
mobility, adding cars and vans to the public 
transport network.

Jeffrey Chernick, Ride Amigos
Jeffrey Chernick is the CEO and co-founder of 
RideAmigos Corp, a national leader of web-
based, multi-modal transportation solutions, 
providing regional commuter networks, multi-
modal travel dashboards, certified AQMD  
commute surveys, trip trackers, and reward 
systems.

Kate Chanba, Carticulate Maps
As co-founder of Carticulate Maps, Kate  
combines information, visualization, and graphic 
design with the strong foundation of traditional 
cartographic principles to build maps that are 
dense and deep, yet clear and comprehensive. 

Ryan Rzepecki, Social Bicycles
The bicycle has been Ryan’s primary mode of 
transportation for the last four years. Bicycle 
advocacy has been both his passion and  
profession, leading to the development of Social 
Bicycles, the world’s first bicycle with an on-
board computer, mobile communications, and 
an integrated GPS-enabled lock.

http://alttransport.comhttp://www.fastcodesign.comhttp://oneprize.files.wordpress.com www.alternative-energy-news.info


